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The presentation outlines the term graphic anthropology coined by Timothy Ingold in 2012
describing af way of corresponding with the world through drawing, further developed as
transcriptive practice by the architect Lucas Raymond. It is both a method and a metaphor.
Methodologically it is an observation technique based on field observations and
transcriptions of existing data like maps, photos, film scenes and diagrams reaching
beyond the documentary through different filters and selection processes. Metaphorically it
is about 'togethering'. Following Ingold it has the ability to heighten our awareness of the
surroundings, as you get to know a thing differently by drawing it. With reference to the
German philosopher Martin Heidegger Ingold describes the proces as a 'thinging', that is
being toward something by putting yourself in its place, where you are called by the thing;
‘bedingt’. As such a drawn line is important based on what it leads you to see, not what it
actual shows. It is a way to understand and interrogate our relation to the earth through a
sensual strategy pointing away from the real in order to capture the temporality of the lived
landscape, which are not approached through metric and analytical kinds of
representation. Concludingly the presentation will relate the method to a coining of
empathy with aesthetic as a way to define what the practice actually does.
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